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Cliff B. Jones 
Fixing the semantics of some concurrent object-oriented concepts 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/voluel/cliff2 
Concurrent object-oriented languages provide a suitable target for a compositional design process that copes 
with the interference inherent with concurrency. Fixing the semantics of an object-based design language has 
been undertaken using structured operational semantics and by a mapping to the pi-calculus. These two 
approaches are outlined and contrasted. In particular, the difficulties in the two approaches of justifying the 
proof rules of the proposed design method are explained. 
Neil D. Jones 
Complexity and computability from a programming language perspective 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/volumel/jones 
The author’s foahcoming book proves central results in computability and complexity theory from a 
programmer-oriented perspective. In addition to giving more natural definitions, proofs and perspectives on 
classical theorems by Cook, Hartmanis, Savitch, etc., some new results have come from the alternative 
approach. 
One: for a computation model more natural than the Turing machine, multiplying the available problem- 
solving time provably increases problem-solving power (in general not true for Turing machines). Another: 
the class of decision problems solvable by Wadler’s “treeless” programs, or by cons-free programs on Lisp-like 
lists, are identical with the well-studied complexity class LOGSPACE. 
A third is that cons-free programs augmented with recursion can solve all and only PTIME problems. 
Paradoxically, these programs often run in exponential time (not a contradiction, since they can be simulated 
in polynomial time by memoization.) This trade-off indicates a tension between running time and memory 
space which seems worth further investigation. 
Achim Jung and Hermann Puhhnann 
i’)pes, logic and semantics for nested databases 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/voluei/jung 
This work presents first steps towards a denotational semantics for relational databases. It is argued that such 
a semantics will increase the chances of successfully incorporating relational databases into typed programming 
languages. Database relations are seen as sets of data of a common structure. The main problem therefore is 
to model a type of sets. We propose the snack powerdomain for this purpose. 
Technically, the paper attempts to clarify two aspects of the domain theoretic background of this approach. 
We give a localic description of the snack powerdomain construction which reveals its logical simplicity. 
Second, we study a subdomain relation between Scott-domains on the denotational and the logical level. 
Again, the logical version is simple and intuitive. Such a relation is indispensable for introducing database 
operations such as ‘natural join’. 
Francois Lamarche 
Generalizing coherent domains and hypercoherences 
http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/entcs/voluel/lamarche 
Let Q be a Girard quantale. In other words Q is a complete lattice which also has the structure of a 
*-autonomous category. For every n in {3,4,5,. . , w} we define a category of “sets with values in Q and Q- 
respecting relations” which gives us a model of full classical linear logic, thus generalizing both the category 
of coherence spaces and that of hypercoherences. 
